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Gerrards cross car crash

image caption Ali Altuntas told friends that his car was damaged when he hit a deer driver who hit a cyclist, leaving him to die on a Buckinghamshire road that has been in jail for five years. Ali Altuntas, 37, of Leadale Avenue, Chingford, east London, struck Jim Fleming, 47, on the A413 Amersham Road in Gerrards
Cross on April 1, 2009.Il then got rid of his Mercedes car, which was never traced, but mobile phone records placed him at the scene. Altuntas was convicted of causing death by dangerous driving during a seven-day trial at Aylesbury Crown Court.He was also found guilty of perverting the course of justice. He was jailed
for one year for this offence and four years for causing death by dangerous driving. The court heard that in the 24 hours prior to the accident, Altuntas had only slept for a few hours. Altuntas had told witnesses a number of stories about how his car was damaged, including that he had hit a deer, the court heard. image
captionJim Fleming was left lying on the road after being hitHis wife told officers that the car had been stolen, then, before officers asked further questions, said she knew nothing of an accident with a bike, the court was told. Mount Fleming was wearing a fluorescent jacket at the time and the collision investigation
showed that the road was in good condition and that there were no signs of emergency braking of the Altuntas vehicle. Speaking after the hearing, Thames Valley Police's Sgt Martin Harper said, Altuntas never took responsibility for his actions that morning, which resulted in The Death of Jim Fleming. He did not stop at
the scene and left without knowing the condition of the person he had struck. I hope that his time in prison gives him the opportunity to reflect on what he did and the devastation his actions have caused to Mr. Fleming's family, including his young son who has become an orphan. Video caption: Moment '180 mph
motorcyclist' in T-shirt is takenMoment '180 mph motorcyclist' in t-shirt is takenThe 19-year-old, filmed by a police helicopter, went through red lights and in the wrong direction on a highway. A young woman died and three others were injured after a car overturned on a roundabout in a sleepy village. The 23-year-old was
travelling with four other people in a Volkswagen Golf in the early hours of the morning when he lost control. A woman died in an accident in Chalfont Saint-Pierre The car mounted the roundabout and then rolled on its roof in the horror crash at Chalfont Saint Peter, Bucks. The emergency crews were scrambled, but
unfortunately the woman could not be and was pronounced dead at the scene. Three other people were rushed to hospital - one of them seriously - while one person was treated at the scene for minor injuries. Police said the woman's relatives were informed and an investigation was launched. Constable Simon Nelson,
of the Serious Collision Investigation Unit, said: We are investigating this tragic incident that led to in the death of a 23-year-old woman. I urge anyone who witnessed the collision, or believes they saw the VW Golf before the incident, to please contact the police. UK is facing vaccine and food delays as France BANS all
transport crossing the borderLondoners who fled tier 4 irresponsible as cops deployed to stop travellersShoppers urged not to panic buy that Welsh cord off non-essential AGAINMan, 39-year-old arrested over missing girl, 18, as cops hunt to find her UK Covid case see the biggest daily increase ever with 35,928
infections and 326 DeathHow long level 4 lock last? I would also ask all drivers with dash-cams to please review their images in case he has captured something relevant. Our thoughts are with the woman's family at this very difficult time. Anyone with information is asked to call the police on 101 citing reference
43200319014. Enter your postcode to see the news and information near youNow available on iPhone and AndroidReaching potential customers just made it easier! Announcement with us Photo sent by a reader A man had to receive first aid after a car overturned on an A-road at Gerrards Cross on Sunday night.
Eyewitnesses told the Bucks Free Press that the car - believed to be a BMW - overturned several times after hitting a road sign on the A40 Oxford Road. The accident occurred at approximately 9:00 p.m. on June 28. Firefighters from Gerrards Cross and Beaconsfield were mobilized to assist at the scene, but fortunately
no one in the vehicle was trapped. Firefighters gave first aid to a man and left him in the custody of the South Central Ambulance Service, which was also present. M25 Hertfordshire serious accident clockwise, from J17 for A412 Denham Way to J16 for M40 J1A. M25 Hertfordshire - The road is temporarily closed and
stationary on the M25 clockwise between J17, A412 (Maple Cross) and J16 M40 J1a, due to a two-car accident. To report traffic and travel incidents dial 0330 123 0184 at any timeM25 Hertfordshire in both directions of serious disturbance, to J24 for A111 Stagg Hill.M25 Hertfordshire - A closed lane on the M25 at J24,
A111 (Potters Bar), due to a breakdown. Traffic is going well. To report traffic and travel incidents dial 0330 123 0184 at any timeBy Sam FrancisBBC News, LondonM25 Surrey serious clockwise accident, between J11 for A320 St Peters Way and J12 for . M25 Surrey - Busy but moving M25 and two closed lanes in the
direction of a watch between J11, A320 (Chertsey) and J12, M3 interchange, due to an accident. To report traffic and travel incidents dial 0330 123 0184 at any timeVideo caption: Coronavirus Level 4 restrictions: Aerial images shows queues and empty streetsCoronavirus level 4 restrictions: Aerial images shows queues
and empty streetsLondon and large parts of southern England face their first day of stricter coronavirus restrictions. M25 Surrey anti-needle of a severe disturbance watch, from J13 for A30 Staines By Pass to J12 for M3 J2. M25 Surrey - Two lanes closed on the M25 clockwise from J13, A30 A30 j12 M3 J2, due to
emergency repairs. Traffic is going well. To report traffic and travel incidents dial 0330 123 0184 at any timeBy Vinnie O'Dowd and; Tom SymondsBBC NewsBy Saj ChowdhuryBBC SportA40 London in both directions of serious disturbances, from James Street to Stratford Place.A40 London - A40 Oxford Street in
Mayfair closed and it is slow in both directions from the junction of James Street to Bond Street Station , due to a broken water pipe. To report traffic and travel incidents dial 0330 123 0184 at any timeBy Phil McNultyChief football author at Goodison ParkM3 Surrey severe southbound disturbances, from J2 for M25 to J3
for A322 Lightwater.M3 Surrey - M3 partially blocked south from J2 M25 to J3, A322 (Lightwater), due to a breakdown. To report traffic and travel incidents, call 0330 123 0184 at any timeBy Sam FrancisBBC News, London One appliance and the crew of Gerrards Cross, one from Amersham and an officer present.
Unfortunately, a woman died at the scene of her injuries. Firefighters released another woman, who was injured. Two men were also injured but not trapped. Trapped.
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